MEMBERSHIP & GUEST PASS REVENUE  ..........   $453,454
STUDENT FEE REVENUE RECEIVED  ............... $1,496,024
FACILITY RESERVATIONS REVENUE............... $288,704

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
TOTAL STUDENT WAGES ................. $861,935
TOTAL HOURS WORKED BY STUDENTS .......... 104,805
877  STUDENTS WORKING
248  STUDENTS IN LEADERSHIP & SUPERVISORY POSITIONS

FACILITIES ACCESS
RAMSEY TOURS GIVEN .................. 1,616
TOTAL PEOPLE TOURING RAMSEY ........... 4,665
757,962  TOTAL RAMSEY VISITS
REC SPORTS COMPLEX VISITS ............. 45,163
CLUB SPORTS COMPLEX VISITS ............ 1,025

FACILITY OPERATIONS
MEMBERSHIP & GUEST PASS REVENUE .......... $453,454
STUDENT FEE REVENUE RECEIVED ........... $1,496,024
FACILITY RESERVATIONS REVENUE ........... $288,704

OUTDOOR RECREATION
TOTAL TRIP & CLINIC PARTICIPANTS ............. 1,074
TOTAL CLIMBING WALL USAGE ................ 4,357
TOTAL CHALLENGE COURSE PARTICIPANTS .... 985
1,153  NUMBER OF EQUIPMENT RENTALS FROM THE OUTDOOR RECREATION CENTER

COMPETITIVE SPORTS
40  CLUB TEAMS
2,007  TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

CLUB SPORTS
40  CLUB TEAMS
2,007  TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
6,432  UNIQUE PARTICIPANTS
1,914  IM TEAMS

NEW VIRTUAL PROGRAMS
CHALLENGE COURSE TEAM BUILDING
COMPETITIVE ESPORTS
PERSONAL TRAINING

FITNESS & WELLNESS
1,177  PERSONAL TRAINING SESSIONS
120+  GROUP FITNESS CLASSES OFFERED EACH WEEK
16,549  OVERALL ATTENDANCE IN GROUP FITNESS

WHY INDIVIDUALS CHOSE TO PARTICIPATE IN FITNESS CLASSES
Pursuing or maintaining physical fitness: 8%
Stress management & improving overall wellbeing: 34%
Achieve weight loss goals: 38%
Socialization & community engagement: 17%
Other: 3%

AQUATICS
HOURS OF INFORMAL SWIM ..................... 2,325
HOURS OF ATHLETIC ACTIVITY .................. 1,112

SCHOLARSHIPS
3  REC SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED TO STUDENTS TOTALED: $2,250

SOCIAL MEDIA
3,651  FOLLOWERS
2,405  FOLLOWERS
2,200  FOLLOWERS